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TODAY WE WILL COVER:

1. Terminology and general introduction

2. How do you build a partner network?

3. How do you maintain a partner network?

4. Partnerships in practice

5. Key components of wildlife health partner 
networks
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Presentation Notes
Today we will cover:Terminology and definitions, plus an introduction to partner networksThen we will cover how you build a partner network, including some of the key aspects that should be discussed and decided on in advanceWe’ll cover the principles that help encourage and maintain participation in a partner networkAnd then lastly, we’ll cover three case examples of wildlife health partner networks in practice from the US, Canada, and Australia.We’ll wrap up by highlighting the key components of successful wildlife health partner networks.



TERMINOLOGY (1 OF 4)
A network is a communications 
arrangement linking people who 
are engaged in similar activities

A wildlife health partner 
network establishes 
communication guidelines for 
stakeholders and partners 
engaged in wildlife health 
activities
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Presentation Notes
A network is a communications arrangement linking people who are engaged in similar activities. This can be as simple as colleagues who keep each other informed of major developments to written communication plans that outline how and when to communicate new information in specific scenarios.A wildlife health partner network establishes communication guidelines, such as best practices, protocols, standardized formats, or regulations that outline when and how information about wildlife health is shared with the network. These guidelines generally apply to stakeholders or partners who are engaged in wildlife health activities in some way. An example wildlife health partner network is an interagency coordination committee, who is tasked with aligning different agencies response to the same disease event.



TERMINOLOGY (2 OF 4)
A stakeholder is a person or entity that 
has an interest or concern in regards to 
wildlife health

A partner is a person or entity who 
actively participates in the regulatory, 
management, scientific, or social aspects of 
wildlife health

Partners are generally stakeholders, but not all 
stakeholders are partners
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A stakeholder is a person or entity that has an interest or concern in regards to wildlife health. A partner is a person or entity who actively participates in the regulatory, management, identification, or social aspects of wildlife health. Partners are generally stakeholders, but not all stakeholders are partners. For example, a concerned citizen is generally considered a stakeholder (unless citizen science is being employed), while other management or conservation organizations that may play a role in the response to an event would be considered partners. 



TERMINOLOGY (3 OF 4)

Business networking is the practice of purposefully 
connecting with other professionals in your field to expand 
your social network and develop mutually beneficial 
business relationships

Example: Meeting other wildlife health professionals at a 
conference or event and maintaining those contacts for 
social and professional reasons
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Business networking is the practice of purposefully connecting with other professionals in your field to expand your social network and develop mutually beneficial business relationships. Networking is often described as way to professional success by making contacts with other professionals who can help you expand a business, find financial support for new ideas, and find your next job opportunity. Example: Meeting other wildlife health professionals at a conference or event and maintaining those contacts for social and professional reasons. Business networking is the foundation of the simplest and most informal type of wildlife health partner network.



TERMINOLOGY (4 OF 4)
Partnerships is the practice of bringing 
together multiple organizations from different 
sectors to work together to complete a 
common objective

Example: An interagency committee is 
established to coordinate surveillance, 
management, and response to an emerging 
zoonotic disease

The most basic wildlife health partner network is 
built through business networking, but more formal 
arrangements (i.e. partnerships) are also common.
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Presentation Notes
Partnerships is the practice of bringing together multiple organizations from different sectors to work together to complete a common objectiveExample: An interagency committee is established to coordinate surveillance, management, and response to an emerging zoonotic disease.The most basic wildlife health partner network is built through business networking, but more formal arrangements (i.e. partnerships) are also common. These can be periodic coordination calls on the more informal end to a lead funding agency that supports disease investigations at partner organizations. 



MANY TYPES OF PARTNER 
NETWORKS
• Narrow scope on a specific disease to broad scope 

covering One Health (animal, human, & wildlife health)

• Local, regional, national, or international in scale

• Informal to formal partnership structures
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Presentation Notes
It’s important to note that a wildlife health partner network is not a one-size-fits all approach to wildlife health. Instead, existing networks vary in scope – from narrow, i.e. a single disease, to broad, i.e. focused on One Health or other interdisciplinary broad target. They can also cover different spatial scales, from regional such as the later example about amble to international such as the OIE. Lastly, they can be informal such as a group of like minded professionals who participate in monthly updates or formal such as contractual agreements between partners to complete specific tasks on specific deadlines. 



HOW TO BUILD A PARTNER 
NETWORK?
1. Why do you need one?
2. Who should participate?
3. Map your network
4. Solicit input
5. Finalize structure
6. Nurture your network



1. WHY DO YOU NEED ONE?
• Gather information at a 

larger spatial scale to 
improve situational 
awareness

• Exchange knowledge and 
build technical capacity

• Establish trusted 
relationships that can be 
relied upon during an 
outbreak
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Often the impetus for starting a wildlife health network is to gather information collected independently by local groups at a larger scale to improve situational awareness of diseases affecting humans, agriculture, or wildlife. Additional reasons for initiating networks may include to exchange knowledge and to build technical capacity that follows standards set by the lead organization. One of the main benefits of building partner networks is that diagnostic results and other response measures are implemented by a trusted partner. This is especially true if partners in the network provide surge capacity during disease outbreaks. For example, CDC requires state health departments to report Lyme disease cases, which allows them to provide a national perspective on this zoonotic disease.



2. WHO SHOULD 
PARTICIPATE?

• Primary partners – those who’s participation 
is crucial for the success of the network

• Secondary partners – those who would be 
beneficial, but are not essential

• Key partners – those who are influential, 
either in reputation or political realms
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If the generated list is quite long, which it may be, it will be important to rank the partners according to the impact their participation will have on the success of the network. A partner who collects data on the majority of wildlife health events in your country would be a primary partner. In the previous example, the state health labs would be a secondary partners, they are currently participating, but their participation would add value. A key partner may be someone high up in an organization or potentially a non-profit organization that can generate resources for the network (either through lobbying to the legislature or fundraising).For example, veterinary diagnostic labs, zoos, or wildlife rehabilitation centers may already be generating/collecting information on particular diseases. In addition, perhaps state health labs are not currently collecting information, but could. An example from the US is that many state health labs collect dead or nuisance bats for rabies testing (a zoonotic disease). These labs were engaged in the White-nose syndrome response and many bats that are submitted for rabies testing are also swabbed and submitted to the NWHC to test for WNS. 



2. WHO SHOULD 
PARTICIPATE?

Table 1: An example exercise that could be used to identify potential network partners, their ranking 
(key, primary, secondary), and their point of contact. 

Partner Organization Partner Ranking Point of Contact 

   

   

   

 

The success of the network relies on getting the correct people - those with access and 
permission to share (or use) wildlife health data - to actively participate in the network 
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Presentation Notes
In the workbooks, we provide a simple table that can help you list partners and rank them according to primary, secondary, and key. It is also important to list the point of contact (with contact information) for who will be participating in the network. It is very important that the point of contact, i.e. the person participating in the network, is the person who has access and permission to share or use the information the network needs. The success of the network relies on getting the correct people - those with access and permission to share (or use) wildlife health data - to actively participate in the network.  



3. MAP YOUR NETWORK

• Current state of the 
relationship to 
identify actions to 
strengthen and build 
on existing 
structures
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Using the list of partners, it can be helpful to map out the current relationships between the network coordinator (probably you) and the other point of contacts from needed partner groups. In box 1 of the workbook, we have more details for completing these maps, but essentially place the POC on the map according to whether they are in the same group/organization as yourself or different, and how often you interact with this person. Frequent is defined as ~monthly, occasional as quarterly to semi-yearly, and infrequent as yearly or less often. Draw lines between yourself and the POC, and also between POC’s who know one another.



3. MAP YOUR NETWORK
Assess your network through the following questions:

• Partners – are all the primary/key partners represented in your 
network? 

• Structure – do most people in your network know one another? Are 
there opportunities for you to connect groups or individuals?

• Patterns – What other patterns on your map provide insight?

• Composition & breadth – Are your network partners clustered within 
the same group or organization? Are there risks associated with 
clustering in a particular sector?

• Closeness – are there important groups or individuals you should 
interact with more often?

Identify 2 – 3 action items for improving your network



4. SOLICIT INPUT 
Be sure to include primary and key partners in planning 
discussions because:

– “Weigh in leads to buy in”

– Mutual understanding of goals and objectives

– Understanding of requirements for participation



4. SOLICIT INPUT

Ways to encourage participation in development of a network:

1. Face-to-face planning workshop, or other way of soliciting feedback 
and input during planning phases

2. Clearly stated goals and objectives for the network that are 
important outcomes to the partner groups

3. Recognition of risks and benefits of the network for each partner

4. Understanding of and solutions for common obstacles for partner 
participation



5. FINALIZE STRUCTURE

Determine the way the network will function –

• What is the governance structure?

• How often will you meet? 

• How will rules of participation be enforced? 

• How complex are the topics and interactions needed?
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Presentation Notes
Structure can range from informal arrangements up to formal arrangements, and there are strengths and weaknesses of each. Asking these questions, how often will you meet? How will rules of participation be enforced (do they need to be enforced)? And how complex the issue is (e.g. multi-sectoral disease response with competing regulatory requirements may require a more formalized structure than a single-sector informal network for information sharing).



5. FINALIZE STRUCTURE
Informal partnerships include business-style networking, working, focus, or 
task groups. These types of arrangements generally do not have a signed 
agreement among partners, though they may have some kind of guiding 
document.

Semi-Formal partnerships have written guidelines and protocols for 
participation that may be publicly served through a website or other media. 
Partners agree to provide resources needed to meet stated objectives 
through signed agreements. Other names for semi-formal partnerships may 
include committees, networks, forums, or societies.

Formal partnerships have a recognized organization, such as a non-profit 
association, foundation, or a governmental agency that is created for the 
purpose of leading and maintaining the network. Formal networks are often 
supported by government mandates or regulations, or have resources to 
contribute to network operations.
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Some examples of informal networks include business networks – those that you meet at conferences and maintain through regular check-ins professionally and personally. These can also include coordination calls or regular check-in or update calls for groups working on a specific topic. It is often the way follow up information after the report of an outbreak is gathered, through calling someone you know at the reporting agency to get additional details.Semi-formal structures often have a leading body (steering committee, executive committee, or other) but are generally still participated in voluntarily. These can range from committees, working groups, and professional societies to federal or provincial government entities. In our case examples, we highlight the canadian health cooperative which was established through the legislature but is maintained, as Craig Stephen but it, “through good will and handshakes”.Lastly, formalized structures generally have legislative mandates requiring participation at some levels or resources to share with those who participate (either through technical capacity, administrative support, or funding). Two contrasting US examples are the USDA National Animal Health Laboratory Network, which leverages funding to participating laboratories to have surge capacity for major outbreaks, and the US federal select agent program who requires reporting, through regulatory authorities, of certain identified pathogens.



5. FINALIZE STRUCTURE

Common types of partnership agreements:

1. Project charter

2. Memorandum of understanding

3. Cooperative agreement

4. Funding agreement
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Presentation Notes
It can be helpful to have signed documents committing partner groups to participation in the network. These can range from informal to formal, generally with the appropriate agreement matching the networks structure. The most basic type of agreement is a signed project charter, where all partners agree on the scope, scale, objectives, and rules of participation of the network. These are generally guidance documents and are not binding in any legal sense. Similarly, memorandum of understanding (MOU) can be signed between partner organizations committing the partners to a project or cause. The main difference between this and a project charter is that MOUs are typically signed by the agency signatory instead of the person participating in the network. This provides a little more agency support for the collaboration. The last two, cooperative agreements and funding agreements, promise resources for the partnership – with the difference being that a cooperative agreement assigns in-kind contributions (with no exchange of funds), while the other has some transfer of funds between the partners.



HOW DO YOU MAINTAIN A 
PARTNER NETWORK?



NEEDS RESOURCES
• Dedicated staff time and resources are needed to 

maintain a partner network

• Periodic review of the network goals, objectives, and 
partner participation

• Process to resolve conflicts or disputes
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The network coordination staff need to continue to work on relationships with partners and as the network grows they can establish participation by additional partners (secondary partners described above). In addition, network coordination staff should re-evaluate the program regularly (at least every 5 years, but ideally yearly) to make sure the network is meeting its objectives and all primary and key partners are still engaged in the network. If the network is not meeting objectives or lacks the correct membership, then careful consideration should be given to how to engage new partners, disengage partners that are no longer needed, and remove obstacles to participation



EQUITY

The partnering toolbook (Tennyson 2011): https://thepartneringinitiative.org/publications/toolbook-series/the-partnering-toolbook/
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Presentation Notes
Equity acknowledges the right of each partner to be “at the table”, that is that each partner is a valuable part of the network and has equal rights to participate and provide input. For example, a province has dedicated wildlife health staff and actively participates in the partner network. A second province does not have dedicated staff for wildlife health and while officially part of the network, generally does not actively contribute. Both provinces request aid for an ongoing wildlife health event from the lead organization. Equity is providing the same aid to both partners, even though one has a better relationship with the lead entity. 



TRANSPARENCY

The partnering toolbook (Tennyson 2011): https://thepartneringinitiative.org/publications/toolbook-series/the-partnering-toolbook/
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Transparency is being open and honest about decisions, processes, and relationships that affect the partner network. In the previous example, the lead organization should report how much aid it provides both provinces and the key deciding factors that led to that decision. Best practices in transparency suggest common decisions be clearly articulated in guidance documents so that partners can understand decisions in most situations. Developing communication plans can help foster transparency and reassure partners that important wildlife disease findings will be communicated in a timely and appropriate manner. However, the guidelines should be flexible enough to adapt to changing situations, new technology, and new emerging wildlife diseases. The lead organization can still make exceptions for extenuating circumstances, but those exceptions should be well communicated and documented.



MUTUAL BENEFIT

The partnering toolbook (Tennyson 2011): https://thepartneringinitiative.org/publications/toolbook-series/the-partnering-toolbook/
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Presentation Notes
The relationship with the network needs to be mutually beneficial to partners and the lead organization. Ongoing discussions are needed during planning, implementation, and management of a partner network with partner groups to ensure that participation in the network benefits all parties. In many networks, they establish mutual benefits by providing services back to their partners, such as surveillance design or implementation, data sharing, communication or administrative support, and technical consultation.



CASE EXAMPLES OF 
PARTNERSHIPS IN PRACTICE
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Presentation Notes
We will highlight 3 successful wildlife health partner networks. A USGS run research study that used citizen science, called AMBLE as an example of a regional, disease specific, informal network. The Canadian Wildlife Health Cooperative (CWHC) as an example of a semi-formal, sector-specific, national network. And lastly, Wildlife Health Australia, which is an example of a formal, national, multi-sector network (though still focused on wildlife disease).



USGS - AMBLE

• OBJECTIVE: Citizen science project to monitor avian botulism events 
in the great lakes (US)

• PARTNERS: Primary - Non-profit conservation organizations, state & 
federal wildlife management agencies; secondary - concerned citizens

• ENGAGEMENT: Consistent & constant feedback

• STRUCTURE: Informal, based on willingness to participate and is 
completely voluntary

• DATA MANAGEMENT: Online data portal, centralized database

• INFORMATION SHARING: Newsletters, annual workshops, listserv, 
scientific publications
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Avian Monitoring for Botulism Lakeshore Events (AMBLE) was established as part of a collaborative research study called the great lakes restoration initiative. The research question was related to environmental drivers of avian botulism outbreaks in the great lakes. The great lakes is a VAST shoreline, so it was clear that additional partners, in particular a citizen monitoring network, besides the more typical agency biologists would be required to meet the objectives. The initial planning included a range of government and non-profit organizations, and these essentially self selected to their preferred level of involvement. Those who were actively engaged then worked together with program coordination staff at the USGS NWHC to recruit volunteer citizen scientists. The network provided consistent and constant feedback, including newsletters, annual workshops, training for volunteers, a listserv for AMBLE related news, and resulted in scientific publications. The data was entered through an online data portal and housed and curated at a centralized location.



USGS AMBLE – KEY POINTS

• Example of a regional, disease specific, informal network

• Limited duration to answer a specific scientific question

• Good communication and partner buy-in contributed to 
its success

https://www.nwhc.usgs.gov/our_research/amble/
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While AMBLE is no longer an active research project, the AMBLE portal is still used by citizen science volunteers to monitor their lakeshores for avian botulism events. This project was successful, in part, because it brought together the right people, who then could support the project. In addition, it encouraged participation and engagement through good communication back to partners, providing training, and a user-friendly portal. 



• OBJECTIVE: Principal objectives are the protection and enhancement of 
the natural environment by researching, investigating and monitoring 
wildlife diseases in Australia

• PARTNERS: Primary partners include state/territory agricultural agencies; 
secondary partners include zoos and aquariums, wildlife hospitals, 
University-based veterinary clinics

• ENGAGEMENT: Building trusting relationships with partners, which 
includes respecting differences, data privacy, and good communication

• STRUCTURE: WHA is a formal network and a non-profit organization

• DATA MANAGEMENT: Online data portal, centralized database (eWHIS)

• INFORMATION SHARING: Quarterly coordination calls and reports, 
fact sheets, weekly digests, and outbreak response support

Cox-Witton et al. 2014 PLoS One: https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0095127
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Wildlife health Australia is a for-purpose not-for-profit organization that facilities wildlife health activities through Australia. The primary partners are through the agricultural agency in each state or territory. The network has been very successful in adding secondary partners from zoos and aquariums, wildlife hospitals and clinics (rehabilitation centers), and University-based veterinary clinics or pathology departments. They have formalized theses relationships in each step, and that has provided a very robust and stable network. They also work very hard to build and maintain trust with these organizations by providing timely communication and respecting differences and needs for data privacy. Data is managed through an online portal that connects to a centralized database. Users have access controls to their own data, allowing them to manage the needed privacy and sensitivity of any entered data. WHA has quarterly update calls, quarterly and annual reports, produces fact sheets, weekly digests and can also provide resources to partners in support of outbreak response efforts. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0095127


WHA – KEY POINTS
• Example of a national, multi-sector, formal network

• Provides a service and resources to member organizations, while also 
collecting data for national level situational awareness (mutual benefit)

• Is consistently growing secondary partner involvement

https://www.wildlifehealthaustralia.com.au
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A unique aspect of the WHA is their ability to provide financial support to partners who are responding to a wildlife disease, and also support administrative needs of partners to use the eWHIS system. Because they provide resources to their partners, they are a more formal network structure than the previous examples. They maintain engagement and buy-in by ensuring that the trust relationship is cultivated and that communication and other services are provided in return to those partners. The way WHA has been able to grow partner participation is also quite impressive.



KEY COMPONENTS OF A 
WILDLIFE HEALTH NETWORK
1. Customized. There is no one size fits all approach to building and 

maintaining partner networks, instead network approaches and 
structures should be tailored to address specific needs.

2. Right people.The success of the network relies on getting the correct 
people - those with access and permission to share (or use) wildlife 
health data - to actively participate in the network. 

3. Partner buy-in. When building a network, make sure to include partners 
in the planning and implementation phases to ensure support and 
cooperation from those critical to the networks success.

4. Mutually beneficial. Networks that have been successfully maintained 
ensure transparency in decisions and communications, equity in the 
way partners are treated, and provide a mutual benefit for all parties 
involved.
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The three examples, plus all the introductory material, suggest that to build and maintain a successful partner network, you need the following four characteristics. It should be customized for your objectives. It needs to get the right people – those who own or have permission to share data. You need to cultivate trust and transparency through providing ways for partners to contribute to the goals, objectives, structure, and requirements of the network. Lastly, it needs to be mutually beneficial – that is all partners should benefit by their participation in the network.
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